
3803
Clip-on Magnetic Dish
Made of stron material
Clips on to befi or pocket
Three rare earth magnets will hold
nuts, bolts, parts and small tools
Warning: Keep magnetic
tools away from pacemakers.

3822
Supercharged Magnetic
Pickup Tool, Petented Superohergerl '."'.'
Pam # Us 7'378'928  tOur V8 3822 comes with a 2.2lbs pull small head rare earth F
magnet, that can pickup parts and tools in small cracks. On Increase your pickup power lmm Mibs to 3\3|b.s_
°¢355i°n5 when You need 3 more powerfm pickup t0°|- You Wider magnetic field lor sweeping up small parts.
simply put on our supercharger and increase the power to 3.3lbs. Telescoping M39,-jam. pjckup Too] ,,,,e,.,d5 (Q 22-_
Telescoping body extends to over 2 feet long.
V8 3822-10, 1 box of 10 V8 38011 replacement Supercharger
(rare-earth magnet)
3826
Flexible Magnetic
Pickup Tool,
The Mighty Worm can reach places others cannot!

0 Extremely small magnetic head, barely 5mm in dia.
0 The head is mounted on an extremely flexible 30" long

copper wire
~ Extremely powerful, it will pick up more than 1/2 lb
0 Extremely useful in picking up parts in small gaps, like a

Mighty Worm.

Sold in 10 packs only (3826-10)

WK-001
Warm keyboard
First ever heated computer keyboard on the market. U
3 step switch:

c Heatoff ;“_____§__
1 Low heat (85 ” F to 90 ° F) Normal hand temp. " ji33;g;|33g;mjI|;j . .

IIIIIIIIIII IIIIHigh heat (es ° F to 100 ° F) Normal body temp. W t '.;==;_I:;;|
Energy efficiency: 20 watts i ii};jib £5}
UL Listed (Patented)

912 ______,
Gorilla Torque bar Q
Double the torque & reach of locking pliers’ . _,
Made of heat-treated alloy steel. g

J} _.
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V8 Tools, Inc. 429 Littlefield Rd. So. S.F. CA 94080 www.v8tools.com
tel: 650-589-4881 fax: 650-589-4883 email: v8tools@sbcglobal.net

Warranty Policy

We offer a lifetime warranty on all V3 branded tools with the following exceptions:
impact reducers and reducer/extensions; 99230 ,99238, 98005, 98012, 98024 & 98036.
Replacement blades for the 3001 Hose Cutter; 30011, the skinny 3ton Jaws in the 4210 10ton
Puller. We offer free repair kits for breaker bars; 41024H 81 41036H.
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